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Goals
I. Achieve an early Imperial Roman-esque 

appearance with the use of modern, 
accessible, and (mostly) cost-effect products 
and tools.

II. Give a foundation to those interested in a 
Roman persona.

III. Provide options to those who struggle with 
obtaining or making garb.

IV. Provide an option for hot weather garb.



Overview

I. Garb (i.e. Historical Outfit)
Gap-sleeved Tunica

Fabric & Colors 

Shoes

II. Hair
Simple Styles

Examples

Alternatives

IV. Cosmetics
Foundation

Eyes

Brows

Lips

III. Jewelry
Earrings

Necklaces



Roman Clothing



Ionic Chiton Gap-sleeved Tunica

Calliope (4th century BCE)
(2nd century CE copy of a 4th century BCE)

by Mark Cartwright (Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike) 

Statue of Poppaea (30-65 CE) 
Archaeological Museum of Olympia (Greece)

(Public Domain) 



Supplies Needed
2- 3 yards (+/-) of fabric (fold it in half and hold it on top of your shoulders, have go 
from mid forearm on both sides.

This will require experimentation to see what amount works best for your body. 

This can vary depend on the thinness of the fabric (Ex. gauze vs heavy weight)

Note: Light weight (not the weave necessarily but the weight) can be bulky

Thread (Options: cotton quilter’s thread, linen thread, whatever you have) & Needle

Scissors (fabric scissors will make your life easier)

Straight pins & safety pins 

Optional: sewing machine & measuring tape



Regarding Fabric
Cotton sheets (poly or poly blends if that’s all you can afford, be careful around flames)

Cotton by the yard: go with what feels right (keep in mind that fabric is often starched) 

Linen: medium weight or gauze (thrift stores may have linen tablecloths/curtains)

Light weight linen will be more bulky unless it’s high quality. 

High quality has a better drape but is also more expensive.

Wool: light weight, suit, or gauze 

Silk is a very warm material and was also rare & very expensive in this time period.

Other

Note: I suggest avoiding patterns but not color.



Fabric Color Choices
Should I buy white fabric? 

If you want to. The Romans were… colorful. And brilliant white was hard to obtain. 

Depending on your social class and time period you can go for various colors (i.e. color 
varies with the times, your persona, and who was in charge).

Purpura was very expensive and occasionally reserved for the emperor. 

Scarlet, according to a few sources, was upperclass and masculine.

See the following color chart.

Some good color options (but you do you): 

Violets, blues, pinks, yellows, greens, browns…



Colors

photograph:  U.Name.MeDerivative work:  TeKaBe, CC BY-SA 4.0 <https://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0>, via Wikimedia Commons

Source for the color chart (left):
https://sites.google.com/view/dulciasromancloset/
roman-textiles/roman-color-names

Tyrian purple (purpura)



Making the Tunica
Lay your fabric out (a flat service is 
preferable but not necessary at this point)

With the salvage on the top and bottom 
it will cut down your sewing time.

Fold it in half cut end to cut end

Use a safety pin to connect the top corner of 
the folded side.

You’ll want to use safety pins as you will 
likely need to make adjustments to the 
neckline.



Pull the top layer on the open end 
until it’s about 2 (+/-) inches longer 
than than the bottom layer. 

Line the corners up on the open 
end (at the top) and use a safety 
pin to secure them. 

Once that is done, even out the 
bottom layer so there is extra fabric 
on top. 

The front drape will appear at this 
point.

Next you’ll be pinning the shoulder 
points. 



With the fabric laid out, the front 
drape is the center of the front of 
the tunica and the neckline.

How deep you want your neckline 
is a personal choice, typically we 
don’t see a very deep one.

Next you’ll be pinning the shoulder 
points.

Make sure to leave all the safety 
pins in place for the time being.



Fold the fabric in half again, safety 
pin to safety pin.

Use safety pins to connect the 
shoulder points on each side (top 
and bottom)

It’s a remarkable small distance, 
about 3-4” from inward. This will 
depend on your body. 

If you measure anything, measure 
the width of the shoulder points. 
Regardless of how much fabric you 
use, this won’t change.

Safety Pin



The shoulder points and front drape 
after pinning.



Fitting the Garment
Put the tunica on to see where, or if, it needs adjustments at the shoulder points.

It should be straight across the back with the drape in the front center. 

Move the safety pins at the neck point as needed until you find a fit that works for you.

Make sure to match it up with the other side.

I usually pin it where my bra straps sit.

Note: To change the front neckline drape (either lower or higher) move the safety pin 
on the open side (the overage) and redo the corner safety pin on the open side. 

Always leave the safety pin on the folded (or closed side) in place.



Front (Deep Drape) Back



Finishing the Body
Replace the safety pins with pins vertically on the front and back of the each side so 
they match up. You can also use tailor’s chalk to mark the points. This will make your 
life easier further in the process.

Cut down the folded side (this is why you adjust the fit first).

With your two pieces, finish by rolling/folding and sewing the edges (optional).

Match up the bottom corners and sew up the sides until you are about 4 - 6 inches from 
the top (these are your arm holes). 

There is debate over if it is sewn all the way up or not.

The length should be anywhere between ankle length to the top of the foot (or shorter 
for convenience).



The body of the garment completed, but 
not the sleeves.



The Gap-Sleeves
Rosettes or buttons? And why not fibula?

Fibula were used during the time. I have doubts that they were used on the gap-sleeve 
tunica. They would not give the look we see, nor have the strength at that size. There is 
also the chance of damaging finer fabrics. It seems an unlikely choice. 

Buttons are rare in the archeological record according to multiple sources. They also 
wouldn’t necessarily create the pleating effect. This doesn’t discount their use and recent 
evidence I came across has given me ideas.

Rosettes don’t damage the fabric, are very strong connectors, have some support, and 
seem the better option for the gap-sleeves (at least for making the garment in this 
context).



Gold Covered Rosettes Perhaps?
Bracteate: Round gold “buttons” with a 
rounded dome and a bar across the back to 
attach them to clothing. Made in 
Afghanistan in the 1st century (CE?).

Theory
If these were placed over the rosettes it 
would be a good match.

I. These are not strong enough on their 
own.

II. Attaching gold plaques to clothing was 
not uncommon but is rarely discussed in 
Roman literature (that I’ve seen).

© The Trustees of the British Museum
(Public Domain) 



Making Rosettes
From the underside of the fabric (the inside of the tunica), below where the fabric will be 
gathered, thread your needle through.

Bunch up about a half an inch of fabric (more for thinner fabric, less for thicker fabric), 
this is best started at the corners. 

Wrap the thread around 2 times and go through the base in a different place. Do this 
about 3 - 5 times going in at different spots.

When you’ve finished, bring your needle down through to the underside, make a few 
little stitches on the underside and make a knot. 

Repeat at the other corner.



Rosettes continued…
Pick one of the shoulder points and repeat this process.

Because you are gathering fabric, bring together the corners to make sure that your 
second shoulder point lines up with the first shoulder rosette.

Connect the half way point between the corner rosette and the shoulder rosette. You can 
leave it there if you want three connections or you can measure it to have more. 

3-4 on each side usually is sufficient. 

Make rosettes in each place making sure that they match up on each side of the tunica.



Medium Weight Linen Light Weight Linen Linen Gauze

Rosettes by Fabric Type



Rosettes by Fabric Type

Wool Twill (Medium Weight)



Finished

Light Weight Linen



How to Wear It
When people say they look like “a sack of potatoes” or that “Roman is not flattering,” the 
number one reason, I’ve seen, is that they aren’t tying the tunica right.

Use a flat strip of fabric about 1/4” to 1/2” wide  by 1 yard long (+/- ) depending on your 
under bust). Whether you use a flat rope, inkle weaving, or a round rope - the 1/4” width, 
I’ve found, to be in the ideal range.

✦ Using a wider tie is not only uncomfortable, in my experience, but changes the look 
and the drape of the tunica. 

The style is often seen tied under the bust, even if you don’t have much of a bust (they 
did wear a strophium), it still provides the silhouette.

Distribute the fabric equally around the body by pleating (or pinching) it into the belt.



Layers
Underdress (attached at the shoulder, slimmer fit, split to the knee for movement)

Gap-Sleeved Tunica 

Stola (marriage/status/reserved)

✦ A slip like garment worn over the gap-sleeve tunica.

✦ The stola was reserved for married women, however it is likely that they didn’t 
always wear it. Unmarried women and girls would not wear it. 

✦ The stola went out of fashion around the end of the 1st century CE

✦ Palla (a long rectangle) - worn for decency, nice for sun protection or warmth

✦ All of the above







Footwear



Footwear
Shoes, for any time period/location, are the hardest part of your persona to acquire. 

During this time period the shoes that were worn can be somewhat difficult to discern:

✦ The few images of feet show a leather thong sandal.

✦ However, the outfits are often so long that the shoes are often hidden.

✦ Extant finds from Rome and Roman territories tend to be from a later time period.

✦ Later, the tunicas are shorter and coincidently, the shoes become more elaborate. 

✦ This is pretty common as shoes are very much a status symbol. 

The best option, especially starting out, is to get a simple pair of leather thong flip flops. 



Thrift Store ($4 ) Leather Flip Flops
Simple is ideal.

Buckles are sometimes inevitable.

Theory
If you need more support, Børn makes a 
leather flip flop sandal that is super 
comfortable, albeit expensive (DSW.com 
can be a great place to find deals).

Important Note
Make sure you are comfortable. That is 
more important than accuracy. You don’t 
want your back and/or feet feeling horrible 
before the event is even over.



Hairstyles



Simple Hairstyles
Some of the hairstyles for women become quite elaborate. It is important to keep in mind 
that those people were upperclass/affluent. You don’t have to do an elaborate style to still 
get the look.

✦ If you do want go elaborate and don’t have the time or energy, wigs (either partial 
or full) are an option and period. Although, they will be quite warm in the summer.

Some of the early Imperial Roman styles were also not as… intense.

A simple yet elegant look:

✦ Part your hair down the middle.

✦ Make a bun at your neck, back, or towards the top of your head. Or perhaps wear 
a hairnet and there is always a veil or palla drawn up over the head.





Vittae 
(a status symbol worn by married women) Gold Hairnet 









"There is no single type of hairstyle: let every woman 
choose the one that suits her best after consulting her 

mirror. An elongated face calls for just one part, 
leaving the forehead free...A round face needs the hair 

to be gathered in a bun above, leaving the ears 
uncovered. For another, the hair should be worn down, 
falling over both shoulders...for another face the hair 
should be drawn back behind... Nor can I enumerate 

all the hairstyles; everyday brings new ones…”
- OVID 

AUGUSTAN ERA 27 BCE - 14 CE 

ORIGINALLY FROM THE ART OF LOVE III. 133-152

EXCERPT FROM THE BOOK, “WOMEN AND BEAUTY IN POMPEII”

Wig 
($37 on Amazon)

Replica Hair Pin 
(Pera Paris on Etsy)



Cosmetics



Mimicking Period Cosmetics
Favorites & Alternatives

Foundation

Brows 

Eye Liner

Eye Shadow 

Mascara

Lips 

Not Covered:
Blush



Foundation

White Base Foundation Options:
Sally Pointer’s White Lead Substitute Foundation

✦ The powder can be mixed with a facial moisturizer or used 
like a powder foundation.

Diaper Cream (credit: Katie Lewis)

✦ I use Hello Bello as it’s hypoallergenic and a nice 
moisturizer. 

Zinc mixed with a light foundation (moisturizer or powder)



Foundation
Preferred: 

Sally Pointer’s Foundation (£3.75)

✦ Apply like a powder foundation or with a 
cream

Hello Bello Diaper Cream ($7-8)

✦ Pat on a small amount at a time with your 
hands until full coverage. 

✦ Add more as needed. 

✦ Mind your hairline (white hairs). 

DryWet

Hello Bello Diaper Cream



Eye Brows
Preferred:

Addictive Cosmetics Brow Pomade #4 ($9 + S&H)

✦ This small container will last forever, natural, 
free of the big allergens, staying power, small 
independent company (Etsy & Website)

✦ Shipping time can be long.

Cheaper Alternative: 
e.l.f. Instant Lift Brow Pencil in black ($2)

NYX Jumbo Eye (Brow) Pencil (black bean) ($4)



Eye Liner
Preferred:

Neutrogena Nourishing Eyeliner ($6)

Other:
Addictive Cosmetics Black Pearl

Cheaper Alternatives: 
e.l.f. No Budge Retractable Eyeliner ($4)

NYX Jumbo Eye Pencil (black bean 601) ($4)

This can also be used as a brow pencil

Eyeliner, if you can handle 
using it (it took me awhile), 
really makes the look.



Eye Shadow
Preferred:

Sally Pointer’s Yellow Ochre (£2.50)

Close to the Look:
e.l.f. 18 Wonders Palette: mix Solar & 
Summer together ($14)

Alternatives:
NYX Ultimate Petite Shadow Phoenix 
Palette ($6-$8)

Color match with other products

Yellow Ochre

e.l.f. Mix

Cosmetic grade 
yellow ochre can 
be found online, 
such as Etsy.



Lips
Preferred:

Dirty Made Clean Soap Company's 
Rosy Color Balm ($5 + $4 S&H)

Sally Pointer’s Red Ochre (£2.50): 
Mixed with water or rose water

Alternative:
Burt’s Bees Daisy Lip Balm ($5)

Tip: Use lip balm versus lipstick. Several 
colors of cosmetic grade ochre can be 
found online.

Rosy Color 
Balm

Burt’s 
Bees

Alkanet



Jewelry 



Accessorize 
Jewelry can bring up an outfit several notches. 

✦ From day to court with earrings and a few necklaces

You can purchase decent reproductions or you can make a few yourself with little to no 
skill. When making them, keep in mind that most necklaces were chokers.

A note on inexpensive reproductions:

✦ If you have metal allergies, inexpensive jewelry tends to contain nickel.

✦ It will not last as long.

✦ Often it is gold plated which will wear off in no time at all. 

✦ If you want nice stuff, save up your money and buy one piece at a time. 



Getting Your Beads On
One of the great cheats to getting Roman jewelry is with rosary chain. Many examples 
exist from the Roman age that are beads (glass, gems, pearls) connected by links of chain. 

✦ Supplies needed: hook and eye, round nose pliers, open jump rings

Types: gold links with cornelian, chalcedony, pearls, green stones, glass

They shaped but did not facet their gems, you will find plenty of rosary gems that are 
faceted (so what).

Square or Box Beads can mimic the natural shape of emeralds (substitutions: green beryl, 
jade, chalcedony. 

Note: All emeralds are beryl, not all beryl qualifies as an emerald, thus you’ll see “emerald 
beryl” or "beryl emerald” which 99% of the time, is not actually emerald.



Necklace

Period 
Necklace

Modern 
Rosary 
Beads



Amethyst Chain 
with a hook and 
eye clasp added

Pearl Necklace with a hook and eye clasp added
(Glass pearls are a nice substitute and can sometimes be found at thrift stores)



Earrings
Pearl Drop Earrings were very 
popular, there are single drops 
and multi-drop.

To make a simple single drop 
pearl earring you’ll need:

✦ Head Pins

✦ Round Pliers

✦ Pearls

✦ French hooks

© The Trustees of the British Museum



Earrings



Necklace & Earrings

Tools
Scissors

Fork
Pen

Two thrift store necklaces ($5 total)
Fake pearls (left) & Real Pearls (right)

Tutorial will be on YouTube



Necklace 2:
The chain with drop pearls 
was removed in pieces from 
the rest of the necklace.

Necklace 1:
The pearls from the left 
necklace were removed. 



I connected the pieces of 
chain together with jump 
rings from the rest of the 
necklace and reattached the 
modern clasp (a hook and 
eye would be ideal).



I

II
III

IV

V

VI

VII



Less important to completing 
your look:

Rings 
Wear several 

Reproductions can be expensive

Bracelets
A few round gold (plated, filled, colored) 
bangles.

Reproductions, as stated above, can get 
expensive.

Adorned Like a Roman
Necklaces

Multiple necklaces were often worn at 
the same times. 

The majority tended to be chokers. 

This may not be feasible due to 
personal taste and comfort level and 
that is okay. 

Earrings
One pair is really all you need.

A pearl drop down is a nice option.



Closing Thoughts
We all start out at different places and we all progress in our own way.
It can sometimes take a little while, a long while, or no while to find what feels right for you.
Do however much you want to. 
Do however much you can. 
Nothing else matters than that you are comfortable with you. 
And if you get that “feeling” when you get into garb, it’s a perk. 
Stay fabulous #DefaultFabulous



Resources
Stores 

Thrift stores are your friend, if you have some goods you can make a complete outfit.

Etsy actually has some really nice stuff as well

On My Site (www.accidentalscadian.com)
Links and images to inspire you.

Good reference books

Recommended websites (both for information and products [I’m not paid to suggest])

YouTube (Search: Accidental Scadian)
I will be posting how-to videos on my YouTube channel.


